
CHEMISTRY CAREER NEWSLETTER (06/26/17) 

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 

Recruiting Season is starting in July: Companies will come to the Chemistry Building to interview.  To 
get ready: 

1. Create an account in BuckyNet 

2. Update your resume and research summary 

3. Check the Chemistry calendar for dates of the company visits 

AbbVie Information Session: Monday, July 24, 9 - 10 am in room 9341. Sign up in BuckyNet under 
“events”.  

AbbVie OCR: Monday, July 24, 10:30 am - 5 pm in room 1108. Submit your resume, research summary, 
and cover letter in BuckyNet by July 16 at midnight. Drs. Chris Marvin and Al Kruger will conduct team 
interviews with selected candidates. 

JOBS 

Short-Term Employment: Michigan Technological University: recent PhD graduate ,~ 1 semester 
(maybe a bit more). The work involves organic (radical and condensation) reactions at the interface 
between inorganic and organic media. The work does not require US citizenship, though it would require 
the person to have a visa that permits them to work.  If interested, contact Dr. Patricia Heiden, 
Department of Chemistry, Michigan Technological University, paheiden@mtu.edu  

Exemplify Biopharma:  Pharma R&D services startup in Cranbury, NJ (about an hour from both 
Philadelphia and New York City). They focus on providing high-quality CMC (chemistry, manufacturing, 
and controls) support to small and medium-sized biotech and pharmaceutical firms. The jobs are heavily 
research-oriented and make full use of the PhD-level chemists’ scientific skills. They are currently 
seeking both analytical and synthetic organic chemists for new positions. Interested persons should 
send a resume and cover letter to careers@exemplifybiopharma.com. Full descriptions available at the 
website. Contact is Cale Weatherly (PhD Schomaker, 2015), Senior Process Chemist, Tel: (609)-722-6700 
ext. 104, cale.weatherly@exemplifybiopharma.com See attachment. 

Tenure Track Faculty Position at Mount Holyoke College: Tenure track opening in Analytical 
Chemistry. Any current or former graduate students or post-docs to whom this position might prove 
attractive. See attachment for detail concerning the position, the college, and the search. Contact is Prof 
Wei Chen <weichen@mtholyoke.edu> 

Gilead Sciences, Inc.: Gilead, a research-based biopharmaceutical company, is seeking a process 
chemist.  See attachment or visit http://www.gilead.com for more details.  Contact is Juana Du (PhD 
Yoon, 2012) 

Intel Corporation: The Technology Development group's Thin Films division of Intel Corporation 
currently has openings for PhDs to support/direct R&D of advanced processing methods. Candidates 
hired for these positions will be responsible for developing the next generation of Intel's 
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microprocessors.  Contact is Stuart Kirschner, Ph.D., TD Senior Module Engineer, 
stuart.b.kirschner@intel.com. See attachment for more details.  

SEMINARS/WORKSHOPS 

Improvisational Theater for Scientists: Tuesdays, Sept 19 – Oct 24, 5:30-7 pm. A 1 credit, 6-week 
course for graduate students. It is a fun course designed to teach researchers how to communication 
with any audience and think on their feet in order to do so.  The activities also build researchers’ 
confidence. Contact Prof Amy B Zelenski, Department of Medicine, University of Wisconsin SMPH, (608) 
263-7358 zelenski@medicine.wisc.edu. See attachment. Kacie Rich in the Zanni group has taken this 
course and recommends it. 

Data Incubator Program: All sections will be from Sept 11 to Nov 3.  Intensive 8 week fellowship that 
prepares masters students, PhDs, and postdocs in STEM and social science fields seeking industry 
careers as data scientists. The program is free for Fellows and supported by sponsorships from hundreds 
of employers across multiple industries. See attachment for details about the program and how to 
apply.  
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